The rehabilitation of irreversible processes and dissipative structures' 50th anniversary.
In 2017, Ilya Prigogine would have been 100 years of age. As for any human being, this centenary is a notable event. For him, as a scientist, 2017 was also above all the 50th anniversary of dissipative structures It was indeed in 1967 that for the first time he used this denomination at the occasion of an important scientific event and in publications. The attribution of this qualification for self-organized behaviours of matter only possible far from equilibrium coincided with the outcome of a research effort of more than 25 years. Centred in thermodynamics and statistical physics on the role played by irreversible processes in the physical evolution of matter, the aim of this research is clear from the outset of his scientific career. With visionary personal intuition and iron-willed determination, it was pursued. The road to success had been long and sinuous, but finally it led to what he called the rehabilitation of irreversible processes The progresses that stand out as major landmarks of this endeavour that imposed a U-turn with respect to conceptions of classical physics deeply rooted since the nineteenth century will be described. This article is part of the theme issue 'Dissipative structures in matter out of equilibrium: from chemistry, photonics and biology (Part 1)'.